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The purpose of this paper is to establish a duality theory for profinite groups 
analogous to the duality theory for discrete groups studied in recent years by Beno 
Eckmann and Robert Bieri. The idea for the study came from a remark by Professor 
J-P. Serre in Bieri and Eckmann’s paper [3], that discrete duality groups do have a 
profinite analogue, namely the strict Cohen-Macauley groups defined by Verdier 
[13]. 
In the introduction we review the notation and some of the results of Brumer [61. 
In Section 1 we define as an FL-group, a profinite group G such that Hk(G, A) is 
finite for every 4. E C$’ and every k > 0, and show that this finiteness condition is 
equivalent to saying that there is a pseudocompact Z,[[G]]-projective resolution of 
Z, such that each projective is a finitely generated free module. In Section 2 we 
define cap-product: - n -:H,(G,C)XH~(G,A)+H,_~(G, C&A) and show 
that up to isomorphism, cap-product and cup-product are the same. In Section 3 we 
define a profinite duality group (in p) of dimension n to be a profinite group G such 
that there exists a pseudocompact Z,[[G]]-module C and e E H,(G, C) such that 
e n - : Hk(G, A) + f&,-k(G, C& A) is a topological isomorphism for all A E Cg’ 
and all k. 
We then give a characterization of these groups that does not require the use of 
cap-products. The section closes with the two main extension theorems shown to be 
true by Bieri and Eckmann in the discrete case. In the final section we give some 
examples. 
In a sequel to this paper we will explore the connection between discrete and 
profinite duality groups beyond the point of analogy. The main tool for this study will 
be the concept of good groups developed by J-P. Serre in [12, p. I-151. 
* This paper is part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis. The work on this thesis was financially supported by the 
National Research Council of Canada and the Canada Council. The author wishes to thank his supervisor, 
Professor Luis Ribes, for his assistance during the preparation of this thesis. 
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0. Introduction 
In this first section we review some notation and results of Brumer, [6]. For a 
profinite group G the completed group algebra 
Z,[[G]]= lim Z/p’Z(G/U) 
U open in G.i 
is a profinite analogue of the integral group ring in the discrete case. It is also a 
pseudocompact algebra over the pseudocompact ring Z, -the p-adic integers (see 
[6]). Z,[[G]] has two topological module categories. The first is the category of (left) 
right pseudocompact Z,[[G]]- modules, often called G-modules and written 
(o,PC$. Elements of this category are inverse limits of inverse systems of finite, 
discrete, p-primary G-modules hence by abuse of notation we write GPC’ z 
lim C!$” where C$” is the category of finite, discrete, left, p-primary G-modules. 
The G-action on a pseudocompact G-module MrlirnMi is induced by the G- - 
action on Mi for each i. The second category is C$” -the category of discrete, left, 
p-primary G-modules. The two categories PC% and (C$))“” are naturally 
equivalent. The functor which yields this equivalence is 
Hom(-, Z,co) 
(written (-)*) where .Z,co is the maximum p-primary subgroup of Q/Z. If A is any 
topological G-module then the elements of A* are continuous module homomor- 
phisms from A to Z,OO. 
A concept fundamental to our study is that of a “tensor product” of two 
pseudocompact G-modules. 
Definition 0.1. Let M be a right and N a left pseudocompact G-module, MS 
l&Mi, N s_jNp The completed tensor product M 6)G N is defined to be 
l&j Mi @o Nb 
The completed tensor product has the familiar universal property and is the 
completion of M @o N when the topology on M @o N has for open submodules, the 
kernels of the morphisms M @o N + Mi @o Nh That the completed tensor product 
is a right exact functor follows from the right exactness of tensor product and the fact 
that taking inverse limits in this case is an exact functor. The category GPC’ has 
enough projectives (since Cgp’ has enough injectives) so by established principles of 
homological algebra the left-derived functor Torg(A, B) of A 6, B exists. We write 
Tory(A, Z,) as H,(G, A). For more on the completed tensor product and homology 
of profinite groups see [6]. 
Proposition 0.2 [6]. For A E PC& B E GPC’ 
(i) Hom(A 8, B, Z,OO) = HOmG(B, A*) 
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(ii) &(G, A)* =H’(G, A*). 
These isomorphisms being natural. 
Definition 0.3. A pseudocompact G-module M is said to be induced if M = 
X 8 W[Gll h w enever X is a pseudocompact Z,-module and the G-action on M is 
the G-action on Z,[[G]]. 
As in the discrete case we have: 
Proposition 0.4. Zf M E PC”, is an induced G-module, then &(G, M) = 0 for k > 0. 
The proof is identical to that of the discrete case. 
If N w G 3 Q is a short exact sequence of profinite groups and C E PCPG while 
M E oPCp, the Z,-module C &)NM can be given a Q-structure as follows: let c @ m 
be a generator of C &M. Then (c 0 m)g = cg 0 g-‘m where c E C, m EM and g 
is any coset representative of g. We will always call this the diagonal Q-action on 
C &M. In particular, if N = (1) and r = lo then this will be known as the diagonal 
G-action on C 6 M. For later use we establish the following: 
Proposition 0.5. Let N H G % Q be a short exact sequence of profinite groups. Let 
B E PC”, and A E GPC’ where A is G-induced. Then B &I~A, with diagonal 
Q-action, is Q-induced. 
Proof. Let A= X&Z,[[G]]. Then 
B&,A=B&,(X6Zp[[G]])=(B6X)6Zp[[G]]; 
the actual isomorphism defined on generators as bO(xOg)+ (bgOx)Orr(g)-‘. 
(See [3, p. 1161.) 
We note that PC”, is a category with enough projectives. In particular the modules 
Z,[[ GG]] are projective G-modules ([6], Lemma 4.5) where GG is the Cartesian 
product of n copies of G. These projectives can be used toiform a projective 
resolution of Z, as follows: define a map S, : Z,[[GG]]+ Z,[[ x G]] by 
kl, * * *, g,)- Ii (-lY(g,, . * *, 8,. . ., gn). 
i=l 
These maps are continuous and make the sequence 
. ..~Z.[[~G]]~Z,[[“x’G]]~. -Z,[[G]]~Z,+O 
where e(g) = 1, into a projective resolution of Z,. 
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1. Finiteness properties of pseudocompact modules 
The category of pseudocompact Z,-modules (written PC’) is in fact, the category 
of pro-p-abelian groups; while the category of discrete p-primary Z,-modules 
(written C”P’) is the category of p-primary abelian groups. 
Proposition 1.1. For M E PC’, the following are equivalent: 
(i) M is flat; i.e. M 6 - is a left-exact functor on PC’. 
(ii? M is torsion-free as an abelian group. 
(iii) Mis free in PC! 
(iv) M* is infective in C”“. 
IV) M* is a divisible abelian group. 
Proof. The implications (i) + (ii) j(v) + (iv) and (iii)+(i) are easy exercises. 
(iv) 3 (iii) follows from the fact that M is projective if M* is injective and all 
projectives are free since Z, is a local ring. 
In what follows the ring R will represent either Z, or Z/pZ. We are concerned 
with certain finiteness properties of pseudocompact R[[G]]-modules, for a profmite 
group G. 
Definition 1.2. If M, a pseudocompact R[[G]]-module, has the property 
Homo(M, A) is finite whenever A is a finite discrete R[[G]]-module we say that M 
has property P(f). 
It is clear that if M is finitely generated (topologically or non-topologically, it is the 
same), then M has P(f). Many proofs are facilitated by the fact that the converse is 
also true. 
Proposition 1.3. If M is a pseudocompact R [[ G]]-module, M has P(f) if and only if 
M is finitely generated. 
Proof. The category of psuedocompact R[[G]]- modules has projective covers; i.e. 
for every pseudocompact R[[G]]- module M there is a projective pseudocompact 
module P mapping onto M such that the kernel of this mapping, call it K, has the 
property that if K +X = P, then X is P. This follows from the equivalence between 
this category and the opposite category of the category of discrete R[[G]]-modules 
and the fact that the latter has maximal essential extensions (see [7, p. 3611). We need 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.4. M, a pseudocompactR[[G]]-module, has P( f) if and only if its projective 
cover has P(f). 
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Proof. Let K ++ P -n M be a short exact sequence of pseudocompact R[[G]]- 
modules and P be a projective cover of M. Let X be any finite discrete simple 
R[[G]]-module. Iff: P+X isamorphismtheneither K c kerforK +kerf= Pand 
hence ker f = P. This shows that any morphism P+X extends to a morphism 
M-*X; i.e. HomG(P, X) = HomG(M, X). The fact that P has P(f) now follows by 
induction on the order of finite discrete R[[G]]-modules. 
In [6], Brumer points out that R[[G]] is a local ring so that all projective 
pseudocompact R [[ G]] -modules are free. It is clear that a free module has P(f) if 
and only if it is finitely generated, hence the projective cover of M is finitely 
generated and so, therefore, is M. The converse is clear. 
Hereafter, whenever the term HomG(M, N) appears and both M and N are 
pseudocompact R[[G]]-modules, we assume M has P(f) and we will consider 
HomG(M, N) as a pseudocompact module via the isomorphism HomG(M, N) = 
lim Homo(M, N,) where N = lim Ni. We note that Ext*,tt,1)(R, A) rH*(G, A) for - - 
any discrete R[[ G]]- module A so in what follows, H*( G, -) will be used without loss 
of generality. 
Definition 1.5. A profinite group G is an FP,,-group (FL-group) with respect to R if 
Hk(G, A) is finite for all k s n (for all k 20) whenever A is a finite discrete 
R [[G]]-module. If cd, G = n, then G is called an FL-group of dimension n. 
It is easy to show that by setting R = Z, or R = Z/pZ that the two ensuing 
definitions are equivalent; i.e. that G is an FP,-group (FL-group) with respect to Z, 
if and only if it is an FP,,-group (FL-group) with respect to Z/pZ. Hence we will use 
these terms without qualification. We have the following important theorem, 
analogous to Theorem 3, in [5]. 
Theorem 1.6. Let G be a profinite group. The following are equivalent: 
(i) G is an FP,-group (FL-group (of dimension n)). 
(ii) There is an R[[G]J-projective resolution of R such that each projective is a 
finitely generated free pseudocompact R [[ G]]-module for k s n (for k 2 0). 
(iii) The cohomology functor H*(G, -) fork c n (k 3 0) commutes with the taking 
of inverse limits of finite discrete R[[G]] -modules and as such, acts as a functor from 
the category of pseudocompact R[[G]]-modules to the category of pseudocompact 
R-modules. 
(i)’ &(G, A) is finite for all k 5 n (for all k 2 0) whenever A is a finite discrete 
R[[G]]-module. 
(iii)’ The homology functor H,(G, -) commutes with the taking of direct limits of 
finite discrete R[[G]]-modules and as such acts as a functor from the category of 
discrete torsion R[[G]]-modules to the category of discrete torsion R-modules. 
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Proof. (i) and (i)‘, (iii) and (iii)’ are equivalent by Proposition 0.2 (ii). We show the 
theorem for condition FP,, the theorem for condition FL follows easily. 
(i) =$ (ii). We proceed by induction. There is a projective resolution 
. ..*p.+-* .+P,,+R+O 
where PO z R[[G]] and since every group is an FP,,-group our statement holds for 
n = 0. Suppose G is an FP,,-group. Then G is certainly an FP,-I group and so by 
induction there is a projective resolution 
such that each Pi has P(f) for i s n - 1. Consider the exact sequence 
For any finite discrete R[[G]]-module X one has from standard cohomology theory 
that the sequence 
is exact. Since P,,_l has P( f) and G is an FP,,-group, K,_i has P(f) as well. Therefore 
the projective cover of K,_i (call it PL) has P(f) by Lemma 1.4 and so we can 
construct an R[[G]]-projective resolution of R where the first n + 1 projectives P(f). 
We have seen that such modules are finitely generated free modules and so the 
induction is complete. 
(ii) 3 (iii). Suppose there is an R[[G]]-projective resolution of R where the first 
n + 1 projectives have P(f). If M is a pseudocompact R[[G]]-module, A4 =!im Mi 
where each Mj is a finite discrete R[[G]]-module, there is a sequence of complexes 
(indexed by i) 
O+Homo(Po,Mi)+Homo(Pi,Mi)** * *+Homo(P,,M,)+* . * 
where the first n + 1 terms in each complex are finite discrete R-modules. The 
inverse limit complex of these complexes is 
but more important, the cohomology of the inverse limit complex is the inverse limit 
of the cohomology of the individual complexes indexed by i (up to and including the 
term indexed by n) since inverse limit is an exact functor in this case, all terms 
involved being either finite or pseudocompact, and therefore commutes with the 
taking of cohomology. Hence H’(G,l&Mi)rlim Hk(G, MC) for k in and of 
course lim Zfk (G, Mi) is a pseudocompact R-module. The functoriality is - 
obvious. 
(iii)+(i). Let X be any finite discrete R[[G]]-module, then it is also a pseudo- 
compact R[[G]] -module. Since H’(G, X) is both pseudocompact (by hypothesis) 
and discrete (in general) for k dn it must be finite and hence G is an FP,,-group. 
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We now state a theorem which is true for finitely generated projectives in ordinary 
module categories (see [9, p. 1471). 
Theorem 1.7. Let P be a pseudocompact R[[G]]- module. Suppose P is a projective 
having P(f); then the following are true: 
(i) Homo(P, R[[G]]) 6, - =Homo(P, -). 
(ii) -6oP=Hom~(Homc(P, R[[G]]), -). 
These isomorphisms being isomorphisms of functors from pseudocompact R [[ G]]- 
modules to pseudocompact R-modules. 
The proof is almost automatic when one recalls that a projective R[[G]]-module 
having P(f) is a finitely generated free module. 
Finally we establish some extension properties of FP,-groups and FL-groups. In 
fact we prove these results only for FP,,-groups, the proofs for FL-groups are an easy 
consequence. 
Proposition 1.8. Let G be a profinite group. If G is an FP,,-group then so is every open 
subgroup U of G. Moreover, if U is open in G and U is an FP,-group, so is G. 
Proof. If G is an FP,,-group then every open subgroup U of G is an FP,,-group by 
Shapiro’s Lemma. Conversely, if G has an open subgroup U which is an FP,-group, 
then H’(G, M:(X)) is finite for every finite discrete R[[ U]]-module X when k c n 
and M:(X) = {a: G +X1 u is continuous and cr(ug) = UC+(g) for every u E U}. Let Y 
be a finite discrete R[[G]]-module. Then Y is also an R[[ U]]-module and there is a 
short exact sequence of G-modules Y w Mg( I’) --u K. G is an FPO-group so assume 
by induction that G is an FP,,_i-group. Then applying cohomology to this sequence 
gives a long exact sequence 
. ..-M’-‘(G.K)+H”(G, Y)+H”(G,M:(Y))+.. . 
Hence H”(G, Y) is finite since G is an FP,-r-group and H”(G, M:(Y))= 
H”(U, Y) is finite. Therefore G is an FP,,-group. 
Proposition 1.9. Let N >-, G * Q be a short exact sequence of profinite groups. 
(i) If N and Q are an FP,,-group and FP,,,-group respectively, then G is an 
FP,,,-group. 
(ii) If Nand G are an FP,,-group and FP,,,-group respectively, then Q is an FP,-group 
where s = min{n, m -n}. 
Proof. The proofs of(i) and (ii) are very similar and straight-forward. We show (ii) to 
give the flavour of these proofs. 
Assume, by induction, that Q is an FPk_i-group for k <s (recall that all groups are 
FPO-groups ) and let the diagram 





represent the second “page” of the spectral sequence 
HP(Q, Hq(N, A)) =+ HP+‘(G, A) 
where the dashed line in the diagram passes through the terms HP(Q, Hq(N, A)) 
such that p+q = k. If A is a finite discrete R[[Q]]-module, then EZk.’ = 
H’(Q, H’(N, A)) =:Hk(Q, A) and E”’ o. is found by factoring E>’ a finite number of 
times by images of objects to the left of the dashed line on “page 2” and on 
succeeding pages of the spectral sequence. But our induction assumption and the fact 
that N is an FP,-group implies that any object to the left of the dashed line on any 
page of the spectral sequence is finite and so E$’ is found by factoring E2k,’ a finite 
number of times, each time by a finite subobject. However, E2’ w Hk(G, A) and so 
is finite since G is an FP,,,-group and k d s < m. Therefore E2k.O is finite; i.e. Q is an 
FPk-group for all k S s. 
2. Cap-products and cup-products 
In this section the pseudocompact Z,-module A 6 B where A E PC”, and B E 
oPC’ will always be considered as belonging to PC”, via the diagonal G-action (see 
Section 0). When A, B E Co (the category of discrete G-modules) A 0 B will also be 
a discrete G-module via the G-action g(a 0 b) = ga 0 gb. It is easy to see that under 
this action 
A@B= u (AGB)“. 
U ODSI in G 
Definition and Theorem 2.1. Let G be a profinite group. If A E PC% and B E Cp’, 
then there is a family of continuous Z,-bilinear maps, called cap-products (written 
-n-) 
Hk(G,A)xH’(G,B)-*Hk-j(GlA~BB) 
denoted by (e, u)+ e n CT, defined for every pair of non-negative integers (k, j) 
satisfying the following conditions. 
(i) These maps are morphisms of functors when both functors are considered as 
covariant bifunctors from PC”, x C 2’ to the category of abelian groups. In case G is an 
FL-group the cap-product morphisms are morphisms between bifunctors from PCg x 
GPCP to PC’. 
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(ii) Zf A’w A-WA” is exact in Cg’ and C E PC& is such that 
C 6 A’ +&A --w C&A” is exact in PC& then the following diagram 
commutes. 
-*- H,‘(G, C) xH’(G, A”) - Hk+(G, C 6 A”) 
J (1.A) P 
-n- Hk(G, C) x H’+‘(G, A’) - Hk+_I(G, C 6 A’) 
where A and A’ are the obvious connecting homomorphisms. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is found in the author’s thesis. The proof is modelled on 
results found in [l]. 
Proposition 2.2 [lo]. Let cp : H + G be a continuous morphism between two profinite 
groups. Zf C E PC”,, A E Cp’ are both considered as H-modules via p, then the 
following diagram commutes. 
H,‘(H, C) --A-- Hom(H’(H, A), Hk-t(H, C 6 A)) 
J@- 1 Horn (p-. s-1 
Hk(G, C) -n- - Hom(H’(G, A),Hk-t(G, C 6 A)). 
Note. This proposition is particularly useful when cp is an embedding. Then Q_ is 
COreStriCtiOn and Q- iS reStriCtiOrL 
Definition and Theorem 2.3 [ 11, p. 1791. For any profinite group G there is a unique 
family of Z,-bilinear maps called cup-products (written - v -) 
HP(G, B) x Hq(G, A) --v-- HP+‘(G, B @A) 
defined for every pair (p, q) of non-negative integers and every pair of discrete 
G-modules (B, A). 
The cap-product and cup-product maps exhibited in Definitions 2.1 and 2.3 are 
actually induced by cap- and cup-products defined on the cochain- and chain- 
complexes. For the cap-product one has 
-n - : C & Z,[[ ‘;’ G]] x C’(G, A) -, (C 6 A)&- Z,[[ ‘-? G]] 
defined on generators as 
- n -((c 0 (go, . . . , gk), c)) = C @d&J,. . . , gi) @ (giv * . . 9 gk) 
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while for the cup-product one has 
-u-:C~(G,B)~C~(G,A)+C~+~(G,BOA) 
defined on generators by 
-u -(a, r)((go, * * * , g,+,)) = d(so9 * * * 9 &I)) 0 dkP9 * * . t g,+,)). 
Considering cap-product as a transformation acting on its first variable one has (by 
abuse of notation) 
-n_: - 6o Zp[[P+X4*1G]]~Hom(Cq(G, -), (- 6 -) 6o Z,[[‘c’ G]]) 
and by fixing the first variable at C E PC& and composing with (-)* one has: 
2.4 (-)*oc -n - : c &,, Z,[[‘+:-* G]] 
+ Hom(((C 6 -) 8, Z,[[‘;’ G]D*, Cq(G, -I*). 
On the other hand, cup-product acting on its first variable yields (by abuse of 
notation) 
-u-:C~(G,-)+H~~(C~(G,-),G~‘~(G,-@-)), 
Replacing the first variable by Hom(-, B) where B E C$” one has for A E Cg’ 
Hom(-.B) - u -A : CP(G, HonlW, B)) 
+ Hom(Cq(G, A), Cp’q(G, Hom(A, B) @A)). 
However there is a G-homomorphism (natural in A) Hom(A, B) @A + B defined 
by f 0 a -*f(a) which induces a map C “‘(G, Hom(A, B) @A)+ CP”(G, B). This 
map, composed with cup-product maps ~~u-A:C’(G,A)+ 
CP”(G, Hom(A, B) 0 A) yields a natural morphism 
Hom(-,B)- u - : CP(G, Hom(-, B)) +Hom(C’(G, -), CP”(G, B)). 
Finally, if we compose this natural transformation with any fixed f E C”‘( G, B)* 
we have a natural transformation (indexed by f) 
( Ho,,+. B)-u -)r : CP(G, Hom(-, B)) + C’(G, -)*. 
We can write B as C* where C* E PC”, ; hence, for C E PC”, cup-product defines a 
natural transformation 
2.5 (HomkC’Y- u - )* : Cp’q(G, C*)* +Hom(CP(G, Hom(-, C*)), Cq(G, -)*). 
We now consider the two expressions 2.4 and 2.5. From Proposition 0.2 we can 
deduce that 
c &,, zp[[‘+Gcl G]] = CP+'(G, C*)* 
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(call this isomorphism a). From the same proposition we deduce that 
((C 6 -) 6, Z,[[‘;r G]])* = CP(G, Hom(-, C*)) 
(call this isomorphism p). Therefore we are led to the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.6. Let C E PC &, then the following diagram commutes. 
( “C.lld-.C-~ -u-v 
Cp+’ (G, C*)* > Hom(C’(G, Hom(-, C*)), P(G, -)*) 
f- f Hom(@-‘. I) 
c 6, zp[[p+;+’ Gil (-)‘“c---n- 
’ Hom(((C 6 -) 6G Zp[[p~lGll)*, Cq(G, -)*). 
Proof. The functors CP(G, Hom(-, C*)) and C’(G, -)* are functors on Cg’. 
Apply these functors to some fixed A E Cp’. Let c 0 (go, . . . , g,,, ) be a generator 
of C 6, Zp[[p+:+l G]], f E CP(G, Hom(A, C*)), and u E C’(G, A). Then 
Hom(fi-‘, 1) o (-)* 0~ -n -(C 8 (go, . . . 9 &+q))(f)(u) = 
= f ((g,, . . . , gp+q)Mgo. * * * 9 g,))(c) E ZPcQ 
On the other hand 
( Hom(-.C*)- u -)* 0 a(c 0 (go,. . . , &+q))(f)(~) = 
=(Y(cO(go,... ) gp+,))(fk) = (a. uflN(go* * * * 9 gP+,))k) = 
= f((gq, . . . , gp+,))bko, * - * 9 &))(C)~ ZPco. 
Hence the diagram commutes for A E CG f(p) The naturality follows from the natural- . 
ity of p. 
Corollary 2.7. Given C E PC& the following diagram commutes. 
H”(G, .*)* ~HO.m~-.c-,-~--)* 
bHom(H”-‘(G, Hom(-, C*)), H’(G, -)*) 
Pa f HomlP-‘. II 
(-)*ec -n- 
Mx(G, Cl l Hom(H,_,(G, C 6 -)*, Ef”(G, -)*). 
Corollary 2.8. For C E PC”,, there exists e E H,,(G, C) such that 
e n -:H’(G,A)+H,_,(G, C&A) 
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is an isomorphism forsome A E Cg’, n, q 2 0 if and only if there exists e E H”(G, C*)* 
such that 
(- u -), : H”-‘(G, Hom(A, C*)) + H’(G, A)* 
is an isomorphism. 
3. Profinite duality groups 
Definition 3.1. A profinite group G is called a duality group (in p) of dimension n 
(written D,“-group) with respect to C E PC”,, if there exists e E H,(G, C) such that the 
cap-product map 
3.2 e n -:Hk(G, A)+H,,ek(G, C 6 A) 
is a topological ismorphism for all k 2 0 and all A E Cfd”‘. We call C the pseudo- 
compact dualizing module of G and e the fundamental class of G. 
There are several immediate consequences of this definition, which we list. 
(i) cd,G =n 
(ii) G is an F.-group of dimension n. This follows from (i) and the fact that 
Hk (G, A) is topologically discrete while H,_k (G, C 6 A) is topologically compact 
and these can be topologically isomorphic only if they are finite. 
(iii) The isomorphism 3.2 can be extended immediately to include coefficient 
modules from the category cPCp instead of simply Cp’. This follows from (ii) and 
Theorem 2.1 (i). 
(iv) C=H”(G, Z,[[G]]) and so depends only on G. The term H”(G, Z,[[G]]) is 
well-defined by (iii), hence we have 
H”(G, Z,KGll, = HdG, C 6 Z,[[G]]) = (C 6 Z,[[Gll) 61~ Z, 
= C 6,, Z,[[G]] = C. 
It is necessary to check that this is a G-isomorphism but this is assured when the 
G-action on H”(G, Z,[[G]]) and (C 6 Z,[[G]]) 6~ Z, is the right G-action on 
%KGll. 
(v) H,(G, C) = Z,. This follows from 3.2 by setting k = 0 and A = Z, 
(vi) Hk(G, ZJCGII) = 0 for k #n. By 3.2, Hk (G, Z,[[Gll, = 
H,-k(G, C 6 Z,[[G]]). However C 6 Z,[[G]] is G-induced by Proposition 0.5 and 
homology vanishes on induced modules (in dimension greater than 0) by Proposition 
0.4. Hence Hk(G, Z,[[G]]) = 0 for k # n. 
In [ 131, Verdier describes profinite groups which he calls strict Cohen-Macauley 
groups (in p) of dimension n. These are profinite groups G with the properties that 
cd, G = n, 
lim Hk(G, Z/p’Z(G/ U))* = 0 for k # n - 
1,ffopeninG 
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and lb m open in G H”(G, Z/p’Z(G/U))* is a divisible abelian group. We give, as an 
equivalent definition, Proposition 4.4 [ 131. 
Definition 3.3. A profinite group G is said to be a strict Cohen-Macauley group (in p) 
of dimension n if cd, G = n and there exists I, E Cg’ together with a canonical 
morphism 
p:H”(G,I,)-*Z,m 
such that the cup-product map 
(induced by the morphism A 0 Hom(A, I,.,) --* I, defined by a 0 f+f(a) composed 
with p yields an isomorphism (not necessarily topological) 
H’(G, A)* =H”-‘(G, Hom(A, I,)) 
for all k L 0 and all A E Cfdp’. Furthermore, 
I, = lim - H”(G, Z/p’Z(G/U))* 
r.Uopenin G 
and is called the discrete dualizing module of G. 
We establish the following important theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. A profinite group G is a D,“-group if and only if it is a strict Cohen- 
Macauley group (in p) of dimension n and G is an FL-group; in which case, I, = C* 
where C is the pseudocompact dualizing module of G and p is the image of the 
fundamental class of G under the isomorphism H,,(G, C) = H”(G, C*)*. 
Proof. The equivalence between D,“-groups and strict Cohen-Macauley groups (in 
p) of dimension n follows immediately from Corollary 2.8 and Proposition 7.1 in [ll, 
p. 1891. That I, 2 C* follows from Proposition 0.2 (ii). 
Corollary 3.5. If G is a D,“-group then C, its pseudocompact dualizing module, is 
torsion-free as an abelian group. 
Proof. I,, z C* and Ip is divisible by Verdier’s original definition. Hence C is 
torsion-free by Proposition 1.1. 
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Proposition 3.6. A profinite group G is a D,“-group if and only if the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(i) cd,G=n. 
(ii) G is an FL-group. 
(iii) H’(G, Z,[[G]]) = 0 for k # n. 
(iv) H”(G, Z,[[G]]) is torsion-free as an abelian group. 
Proof. If G is a D,“-group we have shown that G satisfies the conditions. Con- 
versely, suppose G is a profinite group satisfying the conditions. Since G is an 
FL-group of dimension n, there is, by Theorem 1.6(ii), a G-projective resolution of 
Z, 
where each projective has P(f), i.e. is a finitely generated free pseudocompact 
G-module. Now any projective resolution yields a resolvant functor in the sense of 
Grothendieck [8, p. 1501, or Verdier [13, Definition 1.51. Moreover, by Theorem 
1.7, there is a natural isomorphism 
Homo(Pi, -)* z (Homo(P, Z,[[G] &T -)* 
sHom~(-, HomG(Pi, Z,[[Gll)*) 
and so the complex 
3.7 0 + Homo (P,, Z,KGll,* -f * * * + HOITIG(&, Z,[[ G]])* + 0 
is the dualizing complex (up to homotopy) for G constructed by Verdier in 
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 and defined by Definition 3.4 of [13]. Since 
Hk(G, Z,[[G]]) = 0 for k f n and H”(G, Z,[[G]]) is torsion-free this complex is 
exact everywhere except in the nth place and in that position, the taking of 
cohomology (which commutes with the functor (-)*) yields H”(G, Z,[[G]])* which 
is divisible by Proposition 1.1. Hence the complex (3.7) satisfies the conditions of 
Definition 4.1 of [13], and therefore G is a strict Cohen-Macauley group (in p) of 
dimension n. Since G is an FL-group by hypothesis, it is a D,“-group by Theorem 3.4. 
For D,“-groups there is a second duality between homology and cohomology with 
coefficient modules coming this time from oC’(‘)- the category of right discrete 
p-primary G-modules. For A E GC’(‘), E&(G, A) is defined by Theorem 1.6, (iii)‘. 
Moreover,Hk(G,A)=Hk(G,A*)* whileHk(G,A*)*rH,_k(G, CGA:)* bythe 
cap-product isomorphism of duality groups. However, H,_k(G, C 0 A*)* = 
H,,-k(G, C 6 A*)*) and it is straight-forward to show that (C.&A*)* =Hom(C, A) 
as left G-modules, hence we have shown that for D;-groups, G, 
Hk(G, A) =H”-k(G, Hom(C, A)) 
for k 2 0 and all A E GC’(‘), where C is the pseudocompact dualizing module of G. 
This “inverse” duality exists on the discrete case when C, the dualizing module, is a 
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free abelian group. In the profinite case, C is a free pseudocompact Z,-module since 
it is torsion-free (see Proposition 1.1). We now prove some extension theorems. 
Theorem 3.8. Let G be a profinite group such that cd,, G c 00. Suppose there exists an 
open subgroup Vof G which is a D,“-group, then G is a D;-group. Reciprocally, if G is a 
D,“-group, then so is euery open subgroup of G. 
Proof. Verdier [13] has proven an identical theorem for strict Cohen-Macauley 
groups while Proposition 1.8 is a similar result for FL-groups. Thus the theorem is 
true for strict Cohen-Macauley groups which are FL-groups. These are exactly the 
D,“-groups by Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 3.9. Let NHG-wQ be a short exact sequence of profinite groups. If N is a 
D;-group and Q is a D,“-group, then G is a D,“‘“-group and IYI”+~(G, Z,[[G]]) = 
H”‘(Q, Zp[[Qll> 6 H”(N, ZpWll). 
Note. In what follows we will write C(G), C(N), and C(Q) for H”‘“(G, Z,[[G]]), 
H”(N, Z,[[N]]), and H”(Q, Z,[[Q]]) respectively. 
Proof. We show that G satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.6. From the 
Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 
3.10 HP(Q, H’W, Zp[CGll>, * HP+‘(G, ZpUGll, 
(thi+s is well-defined since G is an FL-group by Proposition 1.9(i)) we have the 
isomorphism H”(Q, H”(N, Zp[[Gll,,=~n+“(G, ZpUGll). Moreover, 
H”(N, Zp[[Gll, = C(N) 6)~ Zp[[Gll since N is a D,“-group. This is a Q-iso- 
morphism which can be shown by essentially mimicking for the profinite case, the 
proof of Proposition 1.8, [3]. Hence 
HI”(Q, H”(N, Z,[[Gll> =H”(Q, C(N) 8, ZpDGll) 
= C(Q) &,o (C(N) 6,, Z,[[G]], 
= (C(Q) 6 C(N)) &i Z,[[G]] = C(Q) 6 C(N). 
This isomorphism is given by c, 0 (c, 0 cr) --, (c, 0 C,)CT. One needs notice that 
C(N) has a two-sided G-action such that for x E G, c, E C(N), xc, = C,X-*. It is clear 
that C(Q) 6 C(N) is a flat pseudocompact Z,-module since both C(Q) and C(N) 
are so it is torsion-free by Proposition 1.1. It is also non-zero by a similar argument so 
cd,G=n+m. 
Finally we must show that Hk(G, Z,[[G]]) = 0 for k # n + m. Since Z,[[G]] is an 
induced N-module, 
Hk(N, Z,[[G]]) =H,_k(N, C(N) 6 Z,[[G]]) = 0 for k # n 
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by Proposition 0.5 and 0.4. Hence the spectral sequence 3.10 collapses to a single 
line 
{H’(Q, H”(N, Z,[[G]])) +HiCn(G, Z,[[G]]), i = 1,. . . , m). 
We have seen that Ff”(N, Z,[[G]]) = C(N) &,v Z,[[G]] and that this isomorphism 
is a Q-isomorphism. Hence H”(N, Z,[[G]]) is Q-induced by Proposition 0.5. 
Therefore 
H’(Q, H”(N, Z,[[Gll,, = 
sHm-i(Q, C(Q)&H”(N, Z,[[G]])=O forifm 
by Propositions 0.4 and 0.5. Hence the spectral sequence collapses to a single point 
H”(Q,H”(N,Z,[[G]]))~H”‘“(G,Z,[[G]])andthereforeHk(G,Z,[[G]])=Ofor 
k # n + m. This completes the proof. The converse has already been shown. 
Before we proceed to the next extension theorem we need one result. In Section 1 
we saw that a profinite group G is an FL-group with respect to Z, if and only if it is an 
FL-group with respect to ZfpZ. Defining a duality group of dimension n over the ring 
Z/pZ to be a profinite group G such that cdzlpz G = n, is an FL-group over Z/pZ, 
and 
Ex&Z/pZ, Z/pZ[[G]]) = Hk(G, Z/pZ[[G]]) = 0 for k f n 
we have the following. 
Proposition 3.11. A profinite group G is a D,“-group if and only if it is a duality group 
of dimension n over the ring Z/pZ. 
The proof is straight-forward. We are now in a position to prove our final 
extenstion theorem, a theorem due to Bieri [2] in the discrete case. 
Theorem 3.12. Let N >-, G --w Q be a short exact sequence of profinite groups. Suppose 
N is an FL-group, G is a DL-group, and cd, Q <CO, then both N and Q are duality 
groups (in p) and k = cd, Q + cd, N. 
Proof. We show that both N and Q are duality groups over the ring Z/pZ, hence 
they are duality groups (in p) by Proposition 3.11. By Proposition 1.9(ii) Q is an 
FL-group over Z/pZ. Suppose n = cd, N = cdzlpzN and m = cd, Q = cdz,pZ Q. As 
in the proof of Theorem 3.9 H “‘“(G, Z,[[G]])= C(Q) 6 C(N) where C(Q) = 
H”(Q, Z,[[Q]]) and C(N) =H”(N, Z,[[N]]). Neither C(Q) nor C(N) can be zero 
and moreover, C(Q) 6 C(N) maps onto H”(Q, Z/pZ[[Q]]) 8 H”(N, Z/pZ[[N]]) 
which as a vector space over Z/p2 has dimension greater than zero and hence 
H “+‘“(G, Z,[[G]]) f 0 so k = n +m. 
Since N is an FL-group over Z/pZ, there is a Z/pZ[[N]]-projective resolution of 
ZlPZ 
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3.13. O+P,+* f .-Po+Z/pZ+O 
where each projective is finitely generated. Applying Homs(-, Z/pZ[[G]]) to this 
resolution we have, by Theorem 1.7, the following commutative diagram. 
O-,H~~N(P~,Z/~Z~~~~~~~~~Z/PZ~~G~I-*~~ * 
. . . --* Hom,(P,, Z/pZ[[GlD + H” W, ZIpZKGlI) + 0 
f 1 
. - + + Hom,v(P,,, Z/pZ[[NlI) &Z/pZE[Gll+ C(N) &Z/pZKGll+ 0 
Taking cohomology of both the above complexes gives H’(N, Z/pZ[[G]]) on the 
one hand and H’(N, Z/pZ[[N]]) &NZ/pZ[[G]] on the other. This follows from the 
Z/pZ[[N]]-projectiveness of Z/pZ[[G]] and hence the exactness of 
- & Z/pZ[[G]]. Therefore 
3.14 H’(N, Z/pZ[[Gll) = H’ W, Z/pZ[[~ll) 6.~ ZlpZUGll 
for i = 0,. . . , n. We have seen that for i = n, this is a Q-isomorphism. In fact it is a 
Q-isomorphism for all i. To see this directly replace resolution 3.13 by a G- 
projective resolution of Z/pZ: P; +Z/pZ. Then HomN(P:, Z/pZ[[G]]) becomes a 
Q-module via the diagonal G-action and Hom,v(P:, Z/pZ[[N]l) &Z/pZ[[GIl is 
also a Q-module via the diagonal G-action. The morphism 
HomN(PI, ZlpZUNll) &Z/pZ[[Gll+ Hom~U’I, Z/pZ[[Gll) 
is a Q-linear morphism and although it is no longer an isomorphism it induces exactly 
the isomorphisms in 3.14. As well, it is clear that 
H’(N Z/PZ[[NII) 6&Z/pZ[[GlI =H’U’4 Z/p.Z[[Nll) ~Z/pZ[[Qll 
and that this is a Q-isomorphism where the Q-action on 
H’(N, Z/pZ[[N]]) 6 Z/pZ[[Q]] is the left Q-action on Z/pZ[[Q]]. Now as a 
pseudocompact Z/pZ-module, H’(N, Z/pZ[[N]]) =n, (Z/pZ), I, is an indexing 
set and we write ni for n,, i.e., 
H’(N Z/PZ[[JW 6 Z/pZ[[Qll z l-Ii(Z/pZ) 6 Z/pZ[[Qll 
z I-Ii (Z/pZ 6 Z/pZ[Q]N sIInlzlpZ[[Q]]. 
This is obviously a Q-isomorphism. Hence the spectral sequence 
HP(Q, H’W, Z/pZ[[Gll) * HP+‘(G, ZIpZUGlI) can rewritten 
H’(Q, l-I, ZlpZKQll, * HP+‘(G, Z/pZ[[Gll). But HP(Q, ; Z,pZKQll~ = 
l-I,H”(Q, Z/PZKQII) since Q is an FL-group and therefore cohomology commutes 
with inverse limits. However 
I-I, H”(Q, ZlpZKQll) =HqW, ZlpZKNll) 8 H’(Q, Z/pZ[[Qll,. 
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Therefore we have a spectral sequence converging to HP” (G, Z/pZ[[G]]) where 
If p’ and 4’ are the smallest integers such that HP’(Q, Z/pZ[[Ql]) Z 0 and 
Hq’(N, Z/pZ[[N]]) # 0 respectively then clearly E$‘q’ = HP’+” (G, Z/pZ[[G]]) as 
well. Since cd, G = n + m and G is a Di”“-group, HP”“(G, Z/pZ[[Gll) = 0 for 
p’+q’<n+m, so that p’= cd, Q = m and q’ = cd, N = n. Hence N and Q both 
satisfy the definition of duality group over Z/p2 and are therefore both duality 
groups (in p) by Proposition 3.11. 
As applications we have the following corollaries. 
Corollary 3.15. Let G be a DE-group and Gp be a Sylow-p subgroup of G. If G, has a 
normal compliment in G, then Gp is a Dz-group. 
Proof. Let N be the normal compliment of G, in G. Then N * G* Gp is a short 
exact sequence of profinite groups such that cd, N = 0 and hence N is trivially an 
FL-group. Since cd, Gp = cd, G = n the theorem applies. 
Corollary 3.16. Let G be a D,“-group and G, be a Sylow-p subgroup of G. If Gp is 
normal in G and an FL-group as well, then GP is a D,“-group. 
Proof. If Gp is normal in G there is a short exact sequence of profinite groups 
Gp H G + Q where G, is an FL-group by hypothesis. Since cd, Q = 0, the theorem 
applies. 
It is a conjecture of the author that Gp need only be an FL-group and not 
necessarily normal in G to be a D,“-group if G is. Of course, there are many examples 
of profinite FL-groups whose Sylow-p subgroups are not FL-groups. The converse 
of the conjecture is true. 
Proposition 3.17. Let G be a profinite group and Gp be a Sylow-p subgroup of G. If Gp 
is a D,“-group, then so is G. 
Proof. One first notices that the restriction map 
res-:H’(G, -)+H’(G,, -) 
is a monomorphism of functors applied to Co . ‘(‘) From this it follows that if G, is an 
FL-group then so is G. Moreover, since H’(G,, Z/pZ[[G]]) = 0 for k f n = cd, Gp, 
then Hk(G, Z/pZ[[G]]) = 0 for k # n. Of course, cd, G = cd, G, and so G is a 
duality group of dimension n over Z/pZ and hence by Proposition 3.11 it is a 
D,“-group. 
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4. Examples 
4.1. Verdier has shown that profinite groups with cd, G c 1 are strict Cohen- 
Macauley groups. Finitely generated profinite groups are FPi-groups and so all 
finitely generated profinite groups with cd, G < 1 are either @-groups or Di- 
groups. 
4.2. Finitely generated free pro-p groups are Di-groups. 
4.3. Any group which is an extension of such groups is a duality group. 
4.4. The Demiiskin groups are known to be PoincarC groups in the sense of Serre, 
[12, p. I-471. They are in fact Di-groups. Their pseudocompact dualizing module is 
2,. This suggests the following definition. 
Definition 4.5. A D,“-group G whose pseudocompact dualizing module is iso- 
morphic to Z, is called a Poincare’ duality group (in p) of dimension n. 
In the case where G is a pro-p group this definition is obviously equivalent to that 
of Serre. It is not so obvious but also true that this definition is equivalent to the 
definition for Poincari groups (in p) given by Verdier in [13, Definition 4.51. One 
argues as follows: We need only show that a PoincarC group (in p) is an FL-group. In 
what fo!lows, Hom(M, Z,oo) will be all homomorphisms from M into Z,m regard- 
less of the topology of A4. We continue to express it as M*. If G is a Poincart group 
(in p) in the sense of Verdier then by Definition 3.3 
H’(G, Z/pZ)*=Hneq(G, Hom(Z/pZ, Z,m>=Hneq(G, Z/pZ) 
since Hom(Z/pZ, Zpoo) = Z/pZ. There is an open subgroup U of G such that these 
modules are isomorphic as trivial U-modules and are also isomorphic as trivial 
V-modules for all Vc U, V open in G. Hence 
Hq(V, Z/pZ)** =H”-‘(V, Z/pZ)* =H’(V, Z/pZ) 
for all V open in G, V c U. Therefore each Hq( V, Z/pZ) is isomorphic to its double 
dual so is finitely generated and hence finite. This condition on every open subgroup 
of U is equivalent to saying U is an FL-group and so by Proposition 1.8, G is 
therefore an FL-group. 
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